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I. PERSONS INVOLVED 
 
INVOLVED OFFICER 
 
Name:    Solon McGill, P# 14716    
Date of Hire:    /2013 
Area of Assignment:  Northeast Area Command (NEAC) 
Squad:    NE36 
Call Sign:     
Vehicle:    NE10309 
Shift Hours:    1430-0030 hours 
Days Off:    Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Statement Given to FIT: No 
 
Weapon  
 Make: Kimber 
 Model: Custom TLE RL-2 
 Caliber: .45 

Serial Number:  
 
 
 
 
WITNESSES 
 
Officer 
 
Name:    Bryan Moore, P# 14318    
Date of Hire:    /2010 
Area of Assignment:  NEAC 
Squad:    NE36 
Call Sign:     
Vehicle:    NE10309 
Shift Hours:    1430-0030 hours 
Days Off:    Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Statement Given to FIT: Yes  
 
Weapon  
 Make: Glock 
 Model: 17 
 Caliber: 9mm  

Serial Number:  
 
Officer Moore’s weapon was not counted down due to being a different caliber than Officer 
McGill’s weapon and no evidence on scene to support a 9mm was fired.  
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Citizen 
 
Name:   George Diaz  
DOB: /1954 (61)  
SSN:  
ID#: 5966649  
NV OLN:  
Address: 3816 Pines Glory Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
Phone Number:  
Employer: Focus Plumbing  
Shift Hours: 0630-1500 hours 
Days Off: Saturday and Sunday  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
DECEDENT  
 
Name: Roberto Ortiz Sanchez 
DOB: 1970 (45)  
SSN:   
ID#: 859971 
Race: Hispanic 
Height / Weight: 5’1” / 153 pounds 
Hair / Eyes: Brown / Brown 
Address: 3869 King Palm Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
Phone Number:    
 
Weapon  

Make: Glock     
Model: 21 
Caliber:  .45   
Serial Number: EWC944US  
  
  
  
   
  
   
  

 
Criminal offense committed by Sanchez during the incident:  
 
Assault with a Deadly Weapon (Firearm) on a Police Officer (2 counts) 
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II. PERSONS AT THE SCENE 
 
The below persons responded to the primary and/or secondary incident scenes; listed is their 
identifying information, such as area of assignment, job classification, personnel number, and 
call sign at the time of the incident.  
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATIONS & ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

1) Assistant Sheriff Kirk Primas P# 2835  
 

ADMINISTRATIVE & SCIENCES DIVISION 
 

CRIMINALISTICS BUREAU  
 

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATIONS 
1) Director Randal McLaughlin P# 4170  
2) Crime Scene Analyst Supervisor (CSAS) Kristin Grammas P# 7808  
3) Senior Crime Scene Analyst (SCSA) Robbie Dahn P# 5947  
4) SCSA Adam Felabom P# 8427  
5) SCSA Caitlin King P# 14372  
6) SCSA Olivia Klosterman P# 13177  
7) SCSA Shelly Shrum P# 7917  
8) Crime Scene Analyst (CSA) Tabatha Paine P# 14793  

 
HOMELAND SECURITY DIVISION 

 
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS BUREAU  

 
AIR SUPPORT / SEARCH & RESCUE 
1) Officer Timothy Gross P# 3405  
2) Officer Clifford Wicks P# 5326  
 
K-9 
1) Sergeant Michael Yu P# 5808  
2) Officer Scott Murray P# 4147  
3) Officer Michael Rodriguez P# 12717  

 
ARMOR 
(ALL HAZARDS REGIONAL MULTI-AGENCY OPERATIONS AND RESPONSE) 
 
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT  
1) Patrick Burke P# 7035   
2) Jason Moyer P# 7905   
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INTERNAL OVERSIGHT & CONSTITUTIONAL POLICING 
 

CRITICAL INCIDENT REVIEW TEAM (CIRT) 
1) Lieutenant Kelly McMahill P# 5307  
2) Sergeant Anthony Bricker P# 6941  
3) Detective Trevor Alsup P# 5782  
4) Detective Patrick Hughes P# 9084  

 
FORCE INVESTIGATION TEAM (FIT) 
1) Lieutenant William Huddler P# 7789  
2) Sergeant Jerry MacDonald P# 4660  
3) Detective David Arboreen P# 7533  
4) Detective Marc Colon P# 7585  
5) Detective Ryan Jaeger P# 5587  
6) Detective Craig Jex P# 5597  
7) Detective Brian Kowalski P# 8550  
8) Detective Joseph Patton P# 8289  
9) Detective Blake Penny P# 6042  
10) Detective Jason Santos P# 8910  

 
TECHNOLOGY & SUPPORT DIVISON 

 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT & VIDEO BUREAU 
 1) Captain Shawn Anderson         P# 3806       

 
LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS GROUP 

 
COMMUNITY POLICING DIVISION  

1) Deputy Chief James Owens P# 3409  
 

BOLDEN AREA COMMAND (BAC)  
1) Sergeant Bradley Cupp P# 8104   
2) Officer Justin Williams  P# 14530   
 
NORTHEAST AREA COMMAND (NEAC) 
1) Captain David Lewis P# 4384  
2) Lieutenant Daniel Bledsoe P# 6588  
3) Lieutenant George Warner P# 6187   
4) Sergeant Keegan Doty (I/C and entered house) P# 13358  
5) Sergeant Mathew Ruiz P# 6794  
6) Sergeant William Waite P# 4051  
7) Sergeant Raymond Weaver P# 6367  
8) Sergeant (Acting) Paul Hunter P# 10041  
9) Detective Jeffery Abell P# 8744  
10) Detective David Goris P# 7520  
11) Detective Michael O’Halloran P# 9626  
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12) Detective Robert Orth P# 6475  
13) Detective Darius Starkes P# 6927   
14) Officer Joseph Aguilos P# 15042  
15) Officer Jordan Anderson P# 15109  
16) Officer Brian Artis P# 13475  
17) Officer Cody Beal P# 14111  
18) Officer Adam Borden P# 15091  
19) Officer Ingrid Carpenter P# 9669  
20) Officer Jared Casper P# 10142  
21) Officer Antonio De La Torre P# 8567  
22) Officer Shane Dulatre P# 14731  
23) Officer Cole Erskine (handcuffed Sanchez) P# 13425  
24) Officer Latoya Guidry P# 9450  
25) Officer Bryan Hatfield P# 14901  
26) Officer Charles Hearrell P# 13751  
27) Officer Scott Hinckley P# 14819  
28) Officer Jeffrey Jacobs P# 6068  
29) Officer John Kelly P# 13737  
30) Officer Mark Kennoy Jr. P# 14825  
31) Officer Kerry Kubla P# 13135  
32) Officer Seth Leavitt P# 13457  
33) Officer Semyon Ostrovsky P# 13902  
34) Officer Keith Parker  P# 9865  
35) Officer Nathan Rivera (conducted door kick inside house) P# 14872  
36) Officer Kyle Robertson P# 15135  
37) Officer John Rutherford P# 13018  
38) Officer Kevin Roundy P# 6214  
39) Officer Charles Savino P# 15100  
40) Officer Cameron Sims P# 15054  
41) Officer Charles Smith P# 13800  
42) Officer Larry Staley P# 14734  
43) Officer Malida Tijero P# 12962  
44) Officer Jacob Werner P# 13017  
45) Officer Walter Young (rode in ambulance to UMC) P# 9636   

 
NORTHWEST AREA COMMAND (NWAC) 
1) Lieutenant Troy Barrett P# 4972   

 
SOUTHEAST AREA COMMAND (SEAC) 
1) Lieutenant Patrick Charoen P# 3932   
2) Officer Devin Chard P# 13465  
3) Officer Kyle Frett P# 13815  
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TOURIST SAFETY DIVISION  
1) Deputy Chief Gary Schofield P# 2930  

 
SUPPORT OPERATIONS BUREAU 
 

WATCH COMMANDERS 
1) Lieutenant Michael Mauntel P# 5318  

 
TRAFFIC BUREAU 
1) Officer Tyler Todd P# 8411  

 
OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF / UNDERSHERIFF 
 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION (PIO) 
1) Sergeant Jeffrey Clark P# 8749  
2) Officer Lawrence Hadfield P# 7171  

 
POLICE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PEAP) 

1) Lead Coordinator Luis Tellez P# 5916   
2) Peer Counselor Cynthia Williams P# 8466 

 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ASSOCIATIONS 
 

POLICE MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION (PMSA) 
1) Lieutenant John Faulis P# 4764 
2) Sergeant John Hayes P# 4099 

 
POLICE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (PPA) 

1) Officer Darryl Clodt P# 4319 
2) Officer Thomas Reid P# 5544 
3) Attorney David Roger 

 
CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 

1) Assistant District Attorney Robert Daskas 
2) Chief Deputy District Attorney Peter Thunell  

 
CLARK COUNTY OFFICE OF THE CORONER / MEDICAL EXAMINER (CCOCME) 

1) Investigator Tiffany Brown 
 

CCOCME Case: 15-12377 
Date / Time of Death:  12/14/2015 / 2134 hours 
Seal:  569100  
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MORTUARY  
 

HITES FUNERAL HOME AND CREMATION SERVICES  
1) Cedric Cade 
2) Josh Cushman 

 
MEDICAL PERSONNEL  
 

CLARK COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT  
1)    Engine 23  

 
NORTH LAS VEGAS FIRE & RESCUE  

1)    Rescue 51  
 

MEDICWEST  
1)    Unit 586 (Transported Sanchez to UMC Trauma) 

 
UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER (UMC)    

1) Doctor Ozobia 
 
III. INCIDENT DETAILS 
 
On 12/14/2015, at approximately 2020 hours, Gilbert Perez called 911 to report he was the 
victim of an armed robbery. Perez stated he entered a Lexus to purchase Lortab pills from the 
occupants, Jesus Sanchez and Renee Martinez, a deal Perez arranged through a female 
acquaintance, Taylor Bailey. As Perez entered the Lexus, Sanchez and Martinez pointed 
firearms at him and demanded his property. Perez tried to exit the Lexus, but was forced to 
remain in the car as Sanchez drove away. Approximately two blocks east of Stewart Avenue 
and Nellis Boulevard Perez was able to exit the vehicle, record the rear license plate, flee into 
Chuck E. Cheese at Stewart Avenue and Nellis Boulevard, and call 911.  
 
Officers Moore and McGill, who were riding together, heard officers assigned to the robbery, 
broadcast the plate of the Lexus. Officers Moore and McGill learned the address associated 
with the plate was 3869 King Palm Avenue. They responded to the 3800 block of King Palm 
Avenue and when they arrived Officer Moore observed a vehicle matching the description 
backing into the driveway of 3869 King Palm Avenue.  
 
Officers Moore and McGill drove toward the Lexus and observed Sanchez, Martinez, and 
Bailey walking from the driveway of 3869 King Palm Avenue to the front door. Both officers 
exited their patrol vehicle and used verbal commands to prone out Sanchez, Martinez, and 
Bailey on the front porch. As Officers Moore and McGill gave Sanchez, Martinez, and Bailey 
verbal commands, Roberto Sanchez exited the front door of 3869 King Palm Avenue holding a 
firearm in his hand. Roberto yelled at Sanchez, Martinez, and Bailey. Officer McGill issued 
commands to Roberto to drop his gun. George Diaz heard Officer McGill’s verbal commands 
as he witnessed the incident from inside his residence. Diaz lived at 3816 Pines Glory Drive 
and was watching Officers Moore and McGill from a south facing window of his residence.  
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Officer Moore observed Roberto raise his firearm in the direction of both he and Officer McGill 
and pointed it at them. Officer Moore heard Officer McGill discharge his firearm toward 
Roberto. Roberto retreated into the residence and collapsed in the living room.  

, who was inside 3869 King Palm Avenue with his little brother,  called 911 and 
reported his dad, Roberto, had been shot by the cops and was dead.  
 
Sergeant Doty assembled an immediate action team, negotiated with  and  to exit 
the residence, and then entered 3869 King Palm Avenue to clear the house as well as render 
aid to Roberto. As officers cleared the house, Officer Rivera conducted a door kick on the door 
that lead to Jesus Sanchez’ room due to the door being locked.  
 
Medical personnel were called to provide medical aid to Roberto who was subsequently 
transported to UMC Trauma where he was pronounced deceased at 2134 hours.  
 
Supervisors on scene requested FIT respond and assume responsibility for investigating the 
incident. Upon arrival of investigators, Sergeant Doty conducted a briefing. The following 
persons were present: 
 
1) Captain McCarthy 
2) Lieutenant Huddler 
3) Lieutenant McMahill 
4) Sergeant Bricker 
5) Sergeant Clark 
6) Sergeant MacDonald 
7) Sergeant Ruiz 
8) Detective Alsup 
9) Detective Arboreen 
10) Detective Colon 
11) Detective Hughes 
12) Detective Patton 
13) Detective Penny 
14) Officer Hatfield 
15) Director McLaughlin 
16) CSAS Grammas 
 
Following the briefing, Detective Patton was assigned the overall responsibility of the case, as 
well as documenting the crime scene with crime scene analysts. Detectives Jeager, Jex, 
Santos, Penny, Arboreen, and Colon were assigned to interview available witnesses. Detective 
Kowalski was assigned responsibilities at the hospital, which included interviewing any 
possible witnesses and to conduct the weapon countdown.  
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IV. BODY WORN CAMERAS (BWC) 
 
Officer McGill 
 
Officer McGill was wearing a BWC and activated his BWC during the incident; however, the 
BWC failed to record the incident due to a faulty wire that connected the camera to the base of 
the BWC.   
 
V. HOSPITAL  
 
Detective Kowalski responded to UMC where he made contact with Officer Young, who was 
guarding Sanchez’ body. Sanchez was located in the negative pressure isolation room. 
Coroner Investigator Brown arrived at the same time and advised Detective Kowalski UMC 
Trauma Doctor, Doctor Ozobia pronounced Sanchez deceased at 2134 hours.  
 
Sanchez was supine on a gurney and covered by a blue plastic sheet. Coroner Investigator 
Brown removed the sheet and conducted a thorough examination of Sanchez. SCSA Shrum 
responded to UMC and took multiple photographs prior to and during Coroner Investigator 
Brown’s examination.  
 
Sanchez was covered by a white cloth sheet lying on top of a second white sheet stained with 
apparent blood and medical intervention was visible on Sanchez’ person, as well as dried 
vomit on his face. Sanchez had dried blood on his hands and feet. Two defects were visible 
underneath the skin on the right side of Sanchez’ torso.  
 
Coroner Investigator Brown noted the following injuries to Sanchez: 
 
1) Gunshot wound to the left side. 
2) Gunshot wound to the left interior triceps. 
3) Gunshot wound to the left exterior triceps. 
4) Gunshot wound to the left elbow. 
5) Gunshot wound to the left forearm. 
6) Gunshot wound to the abdomen.  
7) Abrasion to the left wrist.  
 
SCSA Shrum documented the above injuries with photographs. Sanchez was placed in a body 
bag that was sealed by Coroner Investigator Brown. Sanchez was removed from UMC by 
Hites Funeral Services personnel and taken to the CCOCME.  
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VII. SCENE WALK-THROUGHS  
 
The purpose of the scene walk-through is to help investigators develop an understanding of 
the scene, including identifying officer location at the time deadly force was used, identifying 
potential physical evidence, and recreating a time line of the incident.  
 
On 12/15/2015, at approximately 0020 hours, Officer McGill provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Huddler 
2) Detective Colon 
3) Director McLaughlin 
4) CSAS Grammas 
5) PPA Representative Clodt  
6) PPA attorney David Roger 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer McGill relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer McGill identified the approximate location where he first fired his weapon and the 
approximate location where he fired his last shot. CSAS Grammas marked the two locations 
with orange cones which were documented and photographed. 
 
Officer McGill did not provide any further information. 
 
On 12/15/2015, at approximately 0030 hours, Officer Moore provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Huddler 
2) Detective Colon 
3) Detective Patton 
4) Director McLaughlin 
5) CSAS Grammas 
6) PPA Representative Clodt 
7) PPA attorney David Roger 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Moore relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Moore was driving and Officer McGill sat in the front passenger seat of the patrol 
vehicle. As the officers approached 3869 King Palm Avenue, Officer Moore observed the 
suspect vehicle backing into the driveway.  
 
As the officers exited the patrol vehicle, two of the suspects were at the rear driver’s side 
quarter-panel of the Lexus, while a third suspect walked toward the rear of the Lexus on the 
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opposite side. Officer Moore took a position by the driver’s door of the patrol vehicle while 
Officer McGill remained on the opposite side of the patrol vehicle. 
 
Officer Moore described the suspects as two males and one female. Officer Moore gave verbal 
commands to the suspects to lie in a prone position. The three suspects were positioned by 
the front porch of the residence; the female suspect was closest to the front door while the two 
males were partially on the front lawn. 
 
While the suspects were lying in a prone position, a male subject, Robert Sanchez, opened the 
front door of the residence. Officer Moore stated Sanchez raised a firearm at which time 
Officer McGill fired his weapon. Officer Moore’s focus remained on the three suspects. 
 
Sanchez went back into the residence and shut the door. Officer Moore deployed his rifle and 
individually instructed the three suspects to walk back to the patrol vehicle. When the three 
suspects were secured, the officers verbally challenged the residence ordering any occupants 
to exit the residence. Two juveniles exited and made contact with the officers. Arriving units 
formed an arrest team and entered the residence. 
 
VIII. PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT (PSS) 

 
On 12/14/2015, at approximately 2240 hours, Detectives Jex and Santos interviewed Sergeant 
Ruiz in reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Officer McGill. Below are 
the questions asked by Sergeant Ruiz, with the answers provided by Officer McGill in bold 
italics.  
  

1) Did you discharge your firearm? 
Yes. 
a) If so, in what direction? 

In the direction of the front door of the residence.   
b) Approximately where were you located when you fired?  

In front of the house taking cover behind the patrol vehicle. 
c) How many shots do you think you fired?   

Seven. 
 

2) Is anyone injured?  
Yes. 
a) If so, where are they located?   

The suspect was struck and fled back inside the residence. 
 

3) Are there any outstanding suspects?  
No. There was one suspect involved in the shooting and three people in front of 
the car. 
a) If so, what is their description?   

N/A 
b) What direction and mode of travel?   

Back into the house. 
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c) How long have they been gone?   
Did not ask. 

d) What crime(s) have they committed?  
Did not ask. 

e) What type of weapon do they have?  
Handgun. 

 
4) Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?  

No. 
a) If so, what direction were the rounds fired from? 

Unknown. 
b) How many shots do you think the suspect fired?  

N/A 
c) Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired?  

N/A 
 

5) Do you know if any other officer(s) discharged their firearms? 
I believe it was only me. 

a) If so, who are they?  
N/A 

b) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired?  
N/A 

 
6) Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured/protected?  

Yes. 
a) If so, where are they located?  

The suspect’s gun was in the sink. 
 

7) Are you aware of witnesses?  
Only the people in custody. 

a) If so, what is their location?  
N/A 

 

IX. OFFICER WEAPON COUNTDOWNS  
 
On 12/15/2015, Officer McGill had his duty weapon counted down at LVMPD Headquarters, 
Building C, 3rd floor conference room. Involved and witness officers were photographed by 
CSA personnel for appearance purposes, and their weapons were photographed for 
identification purposes.  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Officer McGill   
2) Detective Alsup  
3) Detective Arboreen 
4) Detective Kowalski 
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5) SCSA Shrum 
6) PPA Representative Clodt 
7) PPA Representative Reid 
 
Officer McGill was dressed in the standard LVMPD long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD 
patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer McGill wore a 
black duty belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in Patrol. Officer 
McGill’s handgun was carried on the right side of his body and secured in a holster. 
 
Prior to countdown, Officer McGill stated he carried eight (8) cartridges in the magazine loaded 
in his firearm and one (1) cartridge in the chamber (8+1).  
 

Make  Kimber 
Model Custom TLE RL-2 

Serial Number  
Caliber .45 
Weapon Mounted Light Streamlight TLR-1 
Ammunition Speer 45 Auto 
Cartridge in Chamber Yes 
Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 8 cartridges 

Countdown: 8 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 8 cartridges 

Countdown: 8 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 8 cartridges 

Countdown: 8 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #3 Capacity: 8 cartridges 

 Countdown: 8 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #4 Capacity: 8 cartridges 
 Countdown: 8 cartridges 

 
One of Officer McGill’s magazines was recovered on the scene at 3896 King Palm Avenue. It 
had a capacity of eight (8) cartridges. The magazine was examined by SCSA Felabom. The 
examination revealed two (2) cartridges remained in the magazine. At the completion of the 
countdown and examination of the evidence on the scene, it was determined Officer McGill 
discharged his firearm six (6) times during this incident. Officer McGill’s firearm, magazine, and 
cartridges were photographed and impounded by SCSA Shrum. SCSA Felabom photographed 
and impounded the magazine recovered at 3869 King Palm Avenue.  
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X. SEARCH WARRANT  
 
On 12/15/2015, at approximately 0117 hours, a telephonic search warrant was obtained by 
Detective Sergeant MacDonald from Judge Bonaventure for the following items sought to be 
seized from 3869 King Palm Avenue, a 2006 Lexus bearing NV plate 795AUF, and inside the 
mouths of Jesus Sanchez and Renee Martinez: 
 
1) Paperwork such as rent receipts, utility bills, and addressed letters showing the name(s) 

of persons residing at the premises. Paperwork such as proof of insurance, DMV 
registration showing the name(s) of persons owning/responsible for the vehicle(s). 

2) Written correspondence, diaries, financial records, wills, identification and like items.    
3) Any and all cellular phones, desktop and/or laptop computers.  
4) Telephonic information to include; caller ID history, answering machine messages, phone 

directories, call history, photographs and/or video stored electronically in cellular phones.  
5) A thorough, microscopic examination and documentation of the crime scene to include 

the residence of 3869 King Palm and the vehicle, 2006 Lexus 795AUF to discover trace 
evidence to include but not limited to: fingerprints, blood, hair, fibers and bodily fluid 
samples. 

6) Epithelial cells from the mouth of Jesus Sanchez DOB /92. 
7) Epithelial cells from the mouth of Reneee Martinez, CA ID card #  
8) Epithelial cells from the mouth of Taylor Bailey, DOB /88. 
9) Any and all firearms inside the residence of 3869 King Palm to include any items related 

to those firearms such as paperwork, ammunition, etc. 
10) Any and all firearms located inside a 2006 Lexus 4dr, bearing NV plate 795 AUF. Also to 

include any items related to those firearms such as paperwork, ammunition, etc. 
11) A Michael Kors watch with a brown leather band belonging to the victim of the robbery 

possibly located in or near the suspect’s residence. 
12) Any other items or fruits of the original robbery that may belong to the victim Gilbert Perez 

DOB 91 to include, a gold chain with cross and Jesus charm, 3 car keys on a chain 
for a Dodge vehicle, three (3) cell phones to include a gold Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge, a 
Metro PCS black in a black case and a small sliding face phone. 

 
The following personnel served the search warrant and documented the results: 
   
1) Sergeant MacDonald 
2) Detective Colon 
3) Detective Patton 
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The following items were photographed and impounded by CSA’s and documented on the 
search warrant return by Detective Patton: 
 
3869 King Palm Avenue 
  
1) (6) .45 auto cartridge cases. 
2) (1) Michael Kors men’s watch with brown wrist band. 
3) Samsung Galaxy S6 edge cell phone. 
4) Black “M” long-sleeved sweat shirt. 
5) Samsung flip phone. 
6) Apple iPhone. 
7) NVDL w/ name Gilberto Perez. 
8) BofA Visa with name Gilberto Perez. 
9) (3) Bullets. 
10) Purported marijuana. 
11) (2) speed loaders for a 357 magnum, (6) cartridges. 
12) Pills (8) M367 and (8) Watson 853. 
13) Automatic, 12 gauge shotgun. 
14) Bolt action rifle 7.62x54. 
15) iPhone. 
 
Jesus Sanchez’ 2006 Lexus bearing NV plate 795AUF. The warrant was served at the LVMPD 
CSA lab on 12/15/2015.  
  
1) Prints. 
2) DNA swabs. 
3) .22 calibers cartridges. 
4) .45 caliber cartridges. 
5) Yellow metal chain with cross. 
6) (2) Cell phones. 
7) .45 caliber pistol. 
8) .22 caliber pistol. 
9) (2) Pistol mags with cartridges. 
 
Inside the mouth of Jesus Sanchez.  
 
1)     Buccal Swab Kit. 
 
The warrant was served at CCDC on 12/15/2015. 
 
Inside the mouth of Reneee Martinez.  
 
1) Buccal Swab Kit.  
 
The warrant was served at CCDC on 12/15/2015. 
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XI. OFFICER POSITIONS, DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENE AND VISIBLE EVIDENCE 
 
Diagram of Officer Positions and Evidence 
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Description of overall scene.  
  
The location description documented below in italics was imported into this report directly from 
a report created by SCSA Felabom.  
 
VEHICLE(S): 
V1- 2006 Lexus GS 300 (NV- 795AUF) VIN: JTHBH96S665031360 
V2- NE10309- 2011 Ford Crown Victoria (NV- EX34097) VIN: 2FABP7BV8BX108107 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 
 
At the above date and time I arrived at 3869 King Palm Ave. in reference to an officer involved 
shooting investigation. On scene or arriving shortly after were CSAS K.  rammas #7808, CSI 
Director R. Mclaughlin #4170, SCSA C. King #14372, CSA T. Paine #14793, FIT detectives, 
GIRT detectives, Coroner Investigator Brown #342, and multiple patrol units. 
 
Exterior 
 
3869 King Palm Ave. was a north facing single-story residence on the south side of the street. 
The front door to the residence was located in a recess in the north side of the residence. A 
walkway, oriented north/south connected the front door recess with the southwest corner of the 
driveway, which was located at the east end of the north side of the residence. V1 was found 
parked facing north in the driveway. 
 
The front yard was composed of gravel and a single tree was located in the front yard, north of 
the front door. The yard extended from the north side of the residence to the street curb. 
Multiple orange cones had been placed in the front yard and in the street prior to my arrival 
marking the location of found cartridge cases. 
 
V2 was found parked facing east in the middle of the street to the west of the residence. A 
Wilson Combat .45ACP pistol magazine (item #7) containing two cartridges with headstamp 
"SPEER 45 AUTO" (item #7A) was found on the hood of NE10309. Four cartridge cases with 
headstamp "SPEER 45 AUTO" (items #3-6) were found in the gravel front yard by the curb 
and two cartridge cases with headstamp "SPEER 45 AUTO" (items #1 & 2) were found in the 
street near the south curb. 
 
A wristwatch (item #22) was found in the gravel front yard on the west side of the north/south 
walkway from the front door to the driveway. A silver color Samsung cell phone (item #21) was 
found on the walkway and a black Stussy hooded jacket (item #14) was found in the front yard 
north of the walkway. Miscellaneous property was found in the pocket of the hooded jacket 
including a Bic lighter (item #15); a wallet (item #16); a Nevada Driver License in the name of 
Gilberto Perez, Jr. (DOB /91), a Mexico Consular ID card in the name of Brian Faucher-
Perez (DOB /91), and a Visa debit card in the name of Gilberto Perez, Jr. (item #17); an 
iPhone with a damaged screen (item #19); and a black Samsung cell phone (item #20). Seven 
hundred three dollars in US currency ($703) was found inside the wallet (item #18). Apparent 
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bloodstains were observed on the north/south walkway, on the west door jamb of the front 
door, and to the west of the front door on the west wall of the recessed area. 
 
Interior 
 
The front door opened to a hallway, oriented north/south. A hallway, oriented east/west, 
intersected with the north/south hallway near the north end and extended to the west of the 
north/south hallway. A closet was in the west wall of the north/south hallway and a door to the 
garage was in the east wall. The living room was at the south end of the hallway and the 
kitchen was west of the living room. The master bedroom was east of the living room. 
 
The east/west hallway had a bathroom to the north at the east end, a closet in the south wall at 
the east end, a north bedroom to the northwest at the west end, and a west bedroom to the 
south at the west end. The bathroom had a sink along the east wall at the southeast corner, a 
tub along the north wall, and a toilet along the east wall between the sink  and the tub. A Glock 
21 .45 cal pistol, #EWC944US (item #13), was found on the sink counter. The Glock pistol 
was loaded with a magazine (item #13B) containing eleven (11) cartridges (item #13C) and a 
cartridge (item #13A) in the chamber. Apparent bloodstains were observed on the bathroom 
floor, on the east/west hallway floor and walls, and on the north/south hallway floor and walls. 
 
The living room, located at the south end of the north/south hallway, had an entertainment 
center along the east wall, a sofa along the south wall, a love seat at the west end of the room, 
and a coffee table in the center of the room. The kitchen had a table and chairs at the south 
end of the room and a sliding glass door to the back yard in the south wall. Apparent 
bloodstains were on the living room floor and a white shirt and a tank top with apparent 
bloodstains were found on the floor in front of the entertainment center. Paper towels with 
apparent bloodstains were on the floor and on a stand next to the entertainment center. 
 
The master bedroom, located east of the living room, had a bed along the east wall with 
nightstands on both sides of the bed. A dresser was along the north wall, an entertainment 
center was along the west wall, and cabinets were along the south wall. The master bathroom 
was to the north. Apparent bloodstains. were observed on the bedroom floor, the bathroom 
floor, and on the bathroom sink. 

 
The west bedroom, located on the south side of the east/west hallway at the west end, had a 
bed along the south wall at the southwest corner with a nightstand on the east side of the bed. 
An entertainment center was along the north wall and a closet was in the east wall. A chair 
was along the north wall between the nightstand and the closet and a safe was located inside 
the closet. 

 
A Russian M44 bolt action 7.62mm rifle, #002865, was found hanging on the safe handle in 
the west bedroom closet. It was loaded with three cartridges in the magazine. A CAvtr Saiga-
12 12GA semi-automatic shotgun, #H09411913, was found across the arms of the chair along 
the north wall of the west bedroom. It was loaded with a magazine containing eleven 
shotshells. An empty 12GA drum magazine was found on the chair seat. Apparent bloodstains 
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were observed on the bedroom floor and on the exterior of the bedroom door. The door frame 
of the bedroom was damaged. 
 
Other miscellaneous items were found throughout the west bedroom including an empty 
unlabeled prescription bottle, an empty prescription bottle in the name of Taylor Bailey for 
"Hydrocod/Acetam," multiple revolver speed loaders with cartridges (items #11 & 12), various 
ammunition cartridges, business cards, glass pipes, a green leafy substance, and a DMV 
Reneewal card. 
 
Trajectories 
 
Three bullet holes were found in exterior of the front of the residence, including one in the front 
door and two into the north exterior wall on the west side of the front door. 
 
A bullet hole (A1) was found in the exterior of the front door of the residence. The bullet 
perforated the front door (A2), entering into the north/south hallway while the front door was 
open slightly. The bullet traveled south through the hallway, across the living room, striking a 
pillow on the south sofa (A3). The bullet perforated the pillow (A4), continued south through 
the window curtains covering the south window located above the sofa (A5), striking the 
window glass (A6). The bullet perforated the glass window panes, exiting the window into the 
back yard (A7). The bullet traveled south across the back yard, impacting on the south block 
wall of the back yard (A8). A bullet (item #8) was found on the ground of the back yard below 
the broken south facing living room window.  
 
A bullet hole (B1) was found in the north exterior wall on the west side of the front door, next to 
the door jamb/molding. The bullet penetrated the wall, terminating inside the wall. A bullet 
(item #10) was recovered from inside the wall. 
 
A bullet hole (C1) was found in the north exterior wall on the west side of the front door, west 
of hole B1. The bullet perforated the wall, entering into the north/south hallway (C2). The bullet 
traveled southwest, ricocheting off of the west wall of the hallway just south of the front door 
(C3). The bullet continued traveling south through the north/south hallway, through the living 
room, impacting the south living room wall on the west side of the south facing window (C4). A 
bullet (item #9) was found on the floor near the north end of the living room. 
 
Photography 
 
Digital images were recorded showing the above described scene by CSA T. Paine. Additional 
images were recorded by SCSA A. Felabom showing multiple perspective views from the 
street in front of 3869 King Palm Ave. looking south towards the front of the residence; from 
the front entryway of 3869  King Palm Ave. looking north across the front yard and street; and 
from the ground floor west facing window on the north side of the front door of 3816 Pines 
Glory Dr. looking west and southwest towards the front yard and the street in front of 3869 
King Palm Ave. Images were also recorded by SCSA A. Felabom showing the front of 350 N 
Nellis Blvd, the parking lot on the west side of the building, and images of Gilbert Perez (DOB 
8/23/91) for identification and overall condition with no injuries observed or reported. 
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Evidence 
 
Swabs for possible DNA were collected from the Glock 21 pistol (item #23), the magazine 
found in the Glock 21 pistol (Item #24), the iPhone (item #25), the black Samsung cell phone 
(item #26), and the silver color Samsung cell phone (item #27). The above items of evidence 
were recovered and impounded into evidence by SCSA C. King #14372. Other items of 
evidence in the residence were recovered by detectives at the scene. 
 
Fingerprint Processing 
 
The Glock 21 pistol and the magazine found in the pistol were chemically processed for 
fingerprints by SCSA C. King with negative resuIts. 
 
Evidence Recovered  
 
The evidence list below in italics was imported into this report directly from a report created 
by SCSA King reference evidence recovered from 3869 King Palm Avenue. 
 
3869 King Palm Avenue 
 
Package 1 
 
Item 1  One (1) cartridge case bearing head stamp "Speer 45 Auto" 
 
Item 2  One (1) cartridge case bearing head stamp "Speer 45 Auto" 
 
Item 3  One (1) cartridge case bearing head stamp "Speer 45 Auto" 
 
Item 4  One (1) cartridge case bearing head stamp "Speer 45 Auto" 
 
Item 5  One (1) cartridge case bearing head stamp "Speer 45 Auto" 
 
Item 6  One (1) cartridge case bearing head stamp "Speer 45 Auto" 
 
 
Package 2  
 
Item 7 One (1) Wilson Combat, 45 ACP, 8 round capacity pistol magazine, affixed with a 

“S1416M 7” sticker 
 
Item 7a Two (2) cartridges, both bearing head stamp “Speer 45 Auto” 
 
Package 3 
 
Item 8 One (1) bullet 
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Item 9 One (1) bullet 
 
Item 10 One (1) bullet 
 
Item 11 One (1) HKS 586, 6 round capacity speed loader, patent #4202124; containing 

one (1) cartridge bearing head stamp “RP 357 Magnum” 
 
Item12 One (1) HKS, 6 round capacity speed loader, patent #4202124; containing: three 

(3) cartridges bearing head stamp “Winchester 357 MAG”, one (1) cartridge 
bearing head stamp “RP 357 Magnum”, and one (1) cartridge bearing head 
stamp “RP 38 SPL+P” 

 
Package 4 
 
Item 13 One (1) black, Glock, model 21, 45 Auto caliber, semi-automatic pistol, serial 

#EWC944US, with black grips, 5 inch barrel, made in Austria, Smyrna, GA 
importer; bearing apparent blood (FP-Negative/DNA) 

 
Item 13a One (1) cartridge bearing head stamp “Winchester 45 Auto” 
 
Item 13b One (1) Glock brand, 13 round capacity pistol magazine bearing apparent blood 

(FP-Negative/DNA) 
 
Item 13c Ten (10) cartridges bearing head stamp “Tulammo 45 Auto” and one (1) cartridge 

bearing head stamp “A USA 45 Auto” 
 
Package 5 
 
Item 14 One (1) black Stussy brand hooded jacket, size medium with a pocket in the front 

and a “1980” emblem above the pocket 
 
Package 6 
 
Item 15 One (1) white, Bic brand lighter 
 
Package 7  
 
Item 16 One (1) two-tone brown, bi-fold wallet with a “C” logo and pink colored trim 
 
Item 17 One (1) Nevada Driver’s license bearing the name Gilberto Perez Jr. DOB: 

/1991; Mexico Consular ID card bearing the name Brian Faucher-Perez 
DOB: /1991; and One (1) Bank of America Visa Debit card bearing the name 
Gilberto Perez Jr 
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Package 8 
 
Item 18 US currency totaling $703 to include: seven (7) US $100 bills and three (3) US 

$1 bills 
 
Package 9 
 
Item 19 One (1) silver, iPhone, model A1522, with a damaged screen (unknown serial 

number) [DNA] 
 
Item 20  One (1) black, Samsung brand, model SPH-M270, flip-style phone (unknown 

serial number) [DNA] 
 
Item 21 One (1) silver, Samsung, Galaxy S6 Edge, cell phone (unknown serial number) 

[DNA] 
 
Package 11 
 
Item 23 One (1) swab of possible DNA material 
 
Item 24 One (1) swab of possible DNA material 
 
Item 25 One (1) swab of possible DNA material 
 
Item 26 One (1) swab of possible DNA material 
 
Item 27 One (1) swab of possible DNA material 
 
 
XII. AUTOPSY  
 
On 12/16/2015, at approximately 1000 hours, under CCOCME Case# 15-12377, an autopsy 
was performed on the body of Roberto Sanchez at the CCOCME by Doctor Lary Simms.   
 
The following persons were in attendance: 
 
1) Doctor Lary Simms 
2) Forensic Technician Brieanna Kinard 
3) Forensic Technician Suzanne Miele 
4) Detective Patton 
5) SCSA Dahn 
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The following items of evidence were impounded by SCSA Dahn: 
 
1) One (1) buccal swab kit. 
2) One (1) bullet from right lateral abdomen. 
3) One (1) bullet from right flank. 
4) One (1) bullet from pericardial sac. 
5) One (1) bullet fragment from left elbow. 
6) Fingernail clippings with possible DNA from right hand. 
7) Fingernail clippings with possible DNA from left hand. 
8) One (1) hand protection bag from right hand. 
9) One (1) hand protection bag from left hand. 
10) One (1) pair of medically cut size XL gray plaid “Subculture” shorts. 
11) One (1) medically cut pair of size medium gray and black “Hanes” underwear. 

 
The following is the diagnoses from Doctor Simms on the body of Sanchez: 
 
1) Multiple gunshot wounds. 

a. Entrance to the posterior aspect of the left upper arm. The Bullet exited on the 
medial left upper arm. The bullet reentered the body on the left lateral chest 19.0 
inches from the top of the head in the midaxillary line. The bullet traveled left to 
right.   

b. Entrance to the posterior left elbow. The bullet travelled through the skin and 
subcutaneous tissues that resulted in comminuted fracture of the proximal radius 
and ulna. The bullet exited in the left antecubital fossa.  

c. Entrance to the left upper abdomen 24 inches from the top of the head. The 
bullet travelled from left to right. 

d. Mid-back 15 inches from the top of the head. The bullet travel from right to left.  
2) Hemothorax, bilateral, chest. 
3) Hemothorax, heart. 
4) Hemoperitoneum, abdominal cavity. 
5) Pale internal organs consistent with acute blood loss. 
6) Coronary atherosclerosis, severe, heart. 
7) Left ventricular hypertrophy, heart. 
8) Pulmonary edema, bilateral, lungs 
9) Aortic atherosclerosis, vascular system. 
10) Benign cortical nodules (right), adrenal glands. 
 
Upon the completion of toxicology testing, the following results were noted: 
 
1) Creatinine  0.76 mg/dL  reportable limit 0.050 
2) Sodium   137 mmol/L reportable limit 80 
3) Potassium  13 mmol/L reportable limit 1.0 
4) Chloride   117 mmol/L reportable limit 70 
5) Glucose   none detected reportable limit 35 
6) Urea Nitrogen  14 mg/dL  reportable limit 3.0 
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After a complete autopsy, Doctor Simms opined Sanchez died as a result of multiple gunshot 
wounds. The manner of death was homicide.  
 
XIII. PERSONS CONTACTED  
 
The following persons were contacted reference their knowledge of the facts and 
circumstances related to the incident:  
 
LVMPD OFFICERS / PERSONNEL  
 
Sergeant Matt Ruiz 
Date of Hire: /2000 
Area of Assignment: NEAC 
Squad: NE36 
Call Sign:  
Shift Hours: 1600-0200 hours  
Days Off: Thursday / Friday / Saturday 
Supervisor; conducted the Public Safety Statement with Officer McGill  
 
CIVILIANS 
 

 
DOB: /2003 (12)  
Race: Hispanic 
Address:   
  
Phone Number:  
Occupation:  Student 6th Grade 
School: Sedway Middle School  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 

 
DOB: /1998 (16) 
SSN:   
Race: Hispanic 
NV OLN:  
Address:   
  
Phone Number:  
Occupation:  Student 11th Grade 
School: Canyon Springs High School  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
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Taylor Bailey 
DOB: /1988 (27)  
SSN:    
NV OLN:  
Address: 7217 Bronze Circle 
 Las Vegas, NV 89128    
Phone Number:  
Occupation:  Unemployed 
Witness / suspect; provided audio recorded interview 
 
Renee Martinez 
DOB: /1993 (22)  
SSN:    
Address: 6105 E. Sahara Avenue, #54 
 Las Vegas, NV 89142   
Phone Number: Unknown  
Occupation:  Unemployed 
Witness / suspect; provided audio recorded interview. 
 
Jesus Sanchez 
DOB: 1992 (23)  
SSN:    
NV OLN:  
Address: 3869 King Palm Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115   
Phone Number: Unknown  
Occupation:  Unemployed 
Witness / suspect; did not provide an audio recorded interview. Invoked his Miranda Rights. 
 
XIV. INVESTIGATION  
 
Per LVMPD Policy 6/002.04, Post Use of Force Procedures, an involved officer may provide a 
recorded statement to FIT investigators. If given, involved officer statements are taken at least 
48 hours after the incident unless waived by the involved officer.  

On 12/15/2015, at approximately 1350 hours, Lieutenant Huddler contacted PPA attorney 
David Roger and Officer McGill to ask Officer McGill if he would provide a voluntary statement 
to FIT. Officer McGill respectfully declined to speak with criminal investigators.    

On 12/14/2015, at approximately 2345 hours, Detectives Penny and Arboreen conducted an 
audio recorded interview with George Diaz inside of 3816 Pines Glory Drive. The following is a 
summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the transcript.  
 
At approximately 2100 hours, Diaz was sitting inside his living room and heard a commotion 
coming from outside his residence. Diaz believed it was his neighbors fighting, so he looked 
outside a small window next to the front door. Diaz observed a marked police vehicle parked in 
the street facing his neighbor, Roberto Sanchez’ house. Diaz believed the patrol vehicle had its 
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overhead lights activated and he saw two uniformed patrol officers [Officers Moore and McGill] 
standing in the street with their guns drawn. Diaz also saw a blue car parked in the driveway of 
Sanchez’ house which he knew belonged to Roberto’s son, .   

Diaz heard Officers Moore and McGill yell, “Drop the weapon!” approximately two or three 
times. Shortly after he heard Officers Moore and McGill yelling, Diaz heard approximately four 
gunshots. The gunshots were fired by the officers, but Diaz did not see who or what they were 
shooting. After the shooting several more police vehicles arrived at the scene.   

Diaz stated approximately a year prior there was a break-in at the Sanchez house and  
shot one or both of the intruders who fled the scene. As a result of the break in, and 
Roberto began carrying handguns. Diaz has had conversations with Roberto about gun safety 
and Roberto knew if he was ever stopped by the police he was supposed to listen to the 
officers and put down his gun.   

After the interview Diaz signed a Consent to Search card to allow CSAs to take perspective 
photos of the scene from the window he looked out of during the shooting.   

On 12/15/2015, at approximately 0015 hours, Detective Jaeger conducted an audio 
recorded interview with  at NEAC. The following is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the transcript.  
 

 and his older brother, , were asleep inside of their house at 
3869 King Palm Avenue when they were awoken by someone shouting, “Get down!” outside in 
their front yard.  looked out of his bedroom window and saw police officers with 
flashlights.  ran and told his father [Roberto Sanchez] who was asleep in his own 
bedroom, what was occurring outside.  
 
Due to the fact their house was broken into in the past, Roberto grabbed his Glock handgun 
and went outside through the front door. As Roberto stood outside the front door, he was shot 
by a police officer. Roberto came back inside the house and collapsed on the floor.  
placed a rag on Roberto’s injuries trying to stop the bleeding. 
 

 called 911 and asked for medical attention. The police instructed  and  to 
exit the house one at a time. Medical arrived and Roberto was then transported to UMC.  
 

 knew his father kept his gun in the top dresser drawer next to his bed. He believed his 
father went outside with his gun because of the two people who broke into their house last 
summer, armed with guns.   
 
On 12/15/2015, at approximately 0025 hours, Detectives Jex and Santos conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Jesus Sanchez at NEAC. The following is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the transcript.  
 
Prior to any questions being asked to Sanchez, Detective Jex read Sanchez his Miranda 
Rights from his LVMPD card. Sanchez stated he understood his rights. Sanchez stated he 
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wanted an attorney before he answered any questions relating to the incident. The interview 
was concluded. 
 
On 12/15/2015, at approximately 0130 hours, Detectives Jex and Santos conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Taylor Bailey at NEAC. The following is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the transcript.  
 
Bailey was inside of her boyfriend’s [Jesus Sanchez] vehicle and they were headed to 
Sanchez’ house located at 3869 King Palm Avenue. Sanchez’ friend, Renee Martinez, was 
also in the vehicle, and as they entered Sanchez’ neighborhood, Bailey noticed a vehicle 
following them. Sanchez stopped in front of 3869 King Palm Avenue and backed into the 
driveway. Bailey, Sanchez, and Martinez got out of the vehicle and walked toward the front 
door when a marked police vehicle stopped in front of the residence. Uniformed police officers 
gave verbal commands to them to go to the ground. Bailey, Sanchez, and Martinez went to the 
ground in front of the front door of the residence. 
 
Bailey heard the front door open, but she could not see who it was. Bailey yelled at the person 
not to open the door. Sanchez’ father [Roberto Sanchez] opened the door and was carrying a 
handgun. Bailey heard several gunshots and the front door close. The officers ordered Bailey, 
Sanchez, and Martinez back to the patrol vehicle one at a time where they were taken into 
custody. She did not know why officers shot at Roberto.  
 
On 12/15/2015, at approximately 0050 hours, Detectives Santos and Jex conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Renee Martinez at NEAC. The following is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the transcript. 
 
Martinez was inside of Jesus Sanchez’ vehicle and was headed to Sanchez’ house located at 
3869 King Palm Avenue. Sanchez’ girlfriend [Taylor Bailey] was also inside the vehicle. As 
they arrived at Sanchez’ house, all three occupants exited the vehicle and waited at the front 
door to be let inside. While standing at the front door, they were contacted by uniformed police 
officers who instructed them to lie on the ground. While lying on the ground, Sanchez’ father, 
Roberto Sanchez opened the front door and was holding a firearm in his hand. Martinez heard 
officers give Roberto verbal commands to close the door and drop the gun. 
 
Martinez stated officers fired at Roberto approximately three times. He, Sanchez, and Bailey 
were then advised to walk back toward the police vehicle. They were placed in handcuffs and 
escorted out of the area.  
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On 12/15/2015, at approximately 0053 hours, Detective Jaeger conducted an audio 
recorded interview with  at NEAC. The following is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the transcript. 
 

 and his younger brother, , fell asleep as they watched a movie 
in their bedroom.  was awoken by the sound of screaming outside his bedroom window. 

 thought his brother [Jesus Sanchez] forgot his house key and was locked out of the 
house.  looked outside his window and saw his brother Jesus, Renee Martinez, and 
Taylor Bailey lying down on the ground.  
 

 started screaming and it woke up I  ran and told his father [Roberto 
Sanchez] who was asleep in his own bedroom, what was occurring outside.  
 
Due to the fact their house was broken into in the past, Roberto grabbed his Glock handgun 
that he kept next to his bed and went outside through the front door. As Roberto stood outside 
the front door, he was shot by a police officer. Roberto came back inside the house and placed 
his gun in the bathroom sink.  
 
Roberto ran to the living room and collapsed. Roberto’s eyes rolled back into his head and it 
looked like he was dead.  called 911 and asked for medical treatment for his father. A 
police officer was transferred to the phone and instructed them to walk out of the house one at 
a time with their hands up.  
 
On 12/15/2015, at approximately 0245 hours, Detectives Kowalski and Arboreen conducted 
an audio recorded interview with Officer Bryan Moore at LVMPD Headquarters. Also present 
for the interview was PPA Representative Clodt. The following is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the transcript. 
 
Officers Moore and McGill were riding together and responded to the area of Nellis Boulevard 
and Stewart Avenue reference a robbery that occurred. The victim [Gilberto Perez] reported 
two males with guns [Jesus Sanchez and Renee Martinez] forced him into a dark blue or gray 
Lexus. Perez provided a license plate to officers, and Officers Moore and McGill responded to 
the address of the registered owner [Jesus Sanchez.] As they traveled west on King Palm 
Avenue, Officer Moore observed a vehicle matching Sanchez’ vehicle backing into the 
driveway of 3869 King Palm Avenue.  
 
As Officers Moore and McGill drove toward 3869 King Palm Avenue, Officer Moore observed 
Sanchez, Martinez, and Sanchez’ girlfriend, Taylor Bailey, standing next to the Lexus.  
 
The officers exited their vehicle and Officer McGill began issuing verbal commands to them to 
get down on the ground. Sanchez, Martinez and Bailey slowly got down on the ground in front 
of the residence. Officer Moore believed they were stalling when they did not immediately obey 
the commands and continued to move closer to the entrance of the residence.  
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Once on the ground, the front door of 3869 King Palm Avenue opened and Roberto Sanchez 
exited holding a dark grey semiautomatic firearm in his hand. Roberto said something to 
Sanchez, Martinez, and Bailey and then he raised the firearm and pointed it at Officers Moore 
and McGill. Officer McGill fired at Roberto when Roberto’s firearm was almost at waist level.  
 
Officer Moore maintained cover on Sanchez, Martinez, and Bailey due to the fact Sanchez and 
Martinez may have been armed with firearms. Roberto was struck several times before he 
turned around and ran back in inside his residence. The door to the residence shut behind him. 
Officer McGill moved to a position of cover, reloaded, and provided cover while Officer Moore 
deployed his rifle.  
 
Several officers responded and set up a perimeter around the residence. Officers called 
Sanchez, Martinez, and Bailey back to them and took them into custody. Officer Moore heard it 
broadcast over the radio that someone inside the house called 911 requesting medical for his 
father [Roberto] who had been shot. Two juveniles, Diego Sanchez and Ismael Sanchez, 
exited the house and surrendered to police.  
 
Officers entered the residence, located Roberto and requested medical personnel. Paramedics 
standing by on scene were brought into the residence, removed Roberto, and transported him 
to UMC. 
 
XV. TIME LINE    
 
The below time line is a reconstruction of events which transpired on Monday, 12/14/2015, 
in relation to the fatal officer-involved shooting that occurred.  

 
Time  Description of Event / Action Source 

20:20:26 Gilbert Perez called 911 and reported he was a 
victim of an armed robbery. 

Computer Aided Dispatch 
(CAD) 

20:25:38 NV plate 795AUF returned negative wants on a 2006 
Lexus 4-door, registered to Jesus Sanchez at 3869 
King Palm Avenue. 

CAD 

20:53:13 Officers Moore and McGill arrived at 3869 King 
Palm.  
 
“Three at gunpoint” was broadcasted. 
 
“Shots fired” was broadcasted. 

CAD 

21:31:35 Roberto Sanchez arrived at UMC. CAD 
21:34:00 Sanchez was pronounced deceased. CAD, 

Coroner Report of 
Investigation 
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XVII. FORENSICS REQUESTS / RESULTS 
 
DNA Examination 
 
On 01/19/2016, Detective Patton submitted an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request to compare 
Roberto Sanchez’ DNA to the Glock 21 handgun located inside of 3869 King Palm Avenue.   
   
On 02/24/2016, Forensic Scientist Allison Rubino P# 14784 submitted the DNA Results and 
Conclusions Report with the following results. (The chart below is for reference as Lab item #’s 
differ from Evidence Item #’s) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Item 12, Item 13 and Item 11 were subjected to PCR amplification at the following STR genetic 
loci: D8S1179, D21S11, D7S820, CSF1PO, D3S1358, TH01, D13S317, D16S539, D2S1338, 
D19S433, vWA, TPOX, D18S51, D5S818, and FGA. The sex-determining Amelogenin locus 
was also examined. 
 
Lab Item 12 
The DNA profile obtained from the swab from the grips, trigger and trigger guard of a Glock 21 
handgun (Item 12) is consistent with a distinguishable mixture of at least two individuals with at 
least one being a male. The full major DNA profile is consistent with Roberto Sanchez (Item 
11). The probability of randomly selecting an unrelated individual from the general population 
having a DNA profile that is consistent with the full major DNA profile obtained from the 
evidence sample is approximately 1 in 80.7 quintillion. Due to the limited data available, no 
additional conclusions can be made regarding the trace component. 
 
Lab Item 13 
The full DNA profile obtained from the swab from the base and feed gates of a magazine (Item 
13) is consistent with Roberto Sanchez (Item 11). The probability of randomly selecting an 
unrelated individual from the general population having a DNA profile that is consistent with the 
full DNA profile obtained from the evidence sample is approximately 1 in 80.7 quintillion. 
 
The evidence is returned to secure storage. 
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Firearm Examination 
 
On 1/19/2016 an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective Patton on  
Officer McGill’s firearm as well as Roberto Sanchez’ firearm for a function test and ballistic 
comparison evidence.  
 
On 3/23/2016, forensic scientist, Angel Moses, P# 8002, submitted the Firearms & Tool Marks 
Report with the following results. (The chart below is for reference as Lab item #’s differ from 
Evidence Item #’s) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIREARMS 
The Kimber pistol was examined, test fired and found to be in operation condition. This pistol 
was determined to have a barrel length of approximately 5-1/16 inches, an overall length of 
approximately 8-3/4 inches and a trigger pull of 3-1/2 to 4 pounds. Along with the magazine 
(Lab Item 2), this pistol has a maximum capacity of nine cartridges.  
 
The Glock pistol was examined test fired and found to be in normal operation condition with no 
noted malfunctions. This pistol was determined to have a barrel length of approximately 4-5/8 
inches, an overall length of approximately 8-5/16 inches and a trigger pull of 6-3/4 to 7 pounds. 
Along with the magazine (Lab Item 3), this pistol has a maximum capacity of fourteen 
cartridges.   
 
The Para pistol was Russian Izhmash shotgun were examined, test fired, and found to be in 
normal operating condition.  
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CARTRIDGE CASES 
The test and evidence cartridge cases were microscopically examined in conjunction with one 
another. Based on these comparative examinations, the following was determined: 

• The six cartridges cases had all been fired by the Kimber pistol.  
 
NIBIN 
Representative images of the test cartridges cases from the Glock and Para pistols and 
shoshells from the Russian Izhmash shogun were entered into the National Integrated Ballistic 
Information Network (NIBIN). Notifications will be made if these entries result in any 
associations in the database.  
 
The evidence is returned to secure storage.  
 
Latent Prints 
 
Latent print testing was not requested for any of the evidence in this case. 
 
XVIII. WITNESS CANVASS 
 
On 12/15/2015 Detectives Penny and Arboreen conducted a witness canvass on King Palm 
Avenue and Pines Glory Drive for potential witnesses to the incident. The detectives spoke 
with several individuals; however, no new witnesses or leads were cultivated.     
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